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 No doubt about it – as we enter the concluding weeks of the Easter Season Jesus, 
Paul, and others are becoming more and more insistent and single-minded.  Jesus has 
asked, told, and quizzed his followers (including us) repeatedly about love and whether 
we love our Good Teacher, love each other, and are ready to love the rest of God’s widely 
scattered flock, believers and even those who don’t, red and yellow, black and white, 
because the whole global community – perhaps it bears repeating: ALL PEOPLE! – are 
precious in his sight.  The urgency is simple to explain if we’ve been paying the least bit 
of attention: our lives now and eternally depend upon it.  Yes, there is praising, singing, 
and Alleluia-ing to be done this season, but that joyful noise can only come from people 
who shoulder the work of helping to usher in God’s kingdom.  Such folks begin to 
recognize God’s unstoppable conquering of sin, death, hatred, suspicion, slander, 
prejudice, “…and all the forces of evil” which we and other Christians have vowed to 
renounce.  Those baptismal vows we make are not idle chatter; they are the radical 
grounding of faith.  The author of I Timothy writes: Fight the good fight of the faith; 
take hold of the eternal life to which you were called and for which you made the good 
confession in the presence of many witnesses. In the presence of God, who gives life to 
all things, and of Christ Jesus, who in his testimony before Pontius Pilate made the 
good confession, I charge you to keep the commandment without spot or blame until 
the manifestation of our Lord Jesus Christ… That, in a nutshell, is the hard work before 
us during these Great Fifty Days of Easter and beyond.  Jesus says to us this Sunday: 
Those who love me will keep my word, and my Father will love them, and we will come 
to them and make our home with them.  Love is a verb; it unfolds and grows over time. 
 Rosemary Sullivan’s recent study, The Betrayal of Anne Frank: a Cold Case 
Investigation (2021) is a detailed account of the massive, international investigation 
begun in 2016 into the murders of Anne Frank, her family, and millions more.  The 
author cites a top-secret US Office of Strategic Services 1943 report #219 (released in 
1999) regarding Hitler’s ability to incite the German state and others beyond its borders 
to perpetrate unspeakable horrors against humankind.  The report describes Nazi 
strategy: “Never to admit a fault or wrong; never to accept blame; concentrate on one 
enemy at a time; blame that enemy for everything that goes wrong; take advantage of 
every opportunity to raise a political whirlwind.”  Eventually, people began to hunger for 
easy, simplistic answers, paralyzed by fear, ready to believe any rumor, and resorting to 
gossip and betrayal for slights, real, imagined, or planted.  Nazi leadership was then able 
to manipulate people’s turmoil and anxiety: “Soon hyperbole, extremism, defamation, 
and slander become commonplace and acceptable vehicles of power…”  However, this 
tragic betrayal of human decency was not solely caused by a now-defunct Nazi regime.  
Recent investigations concerning the lack of responsible oversight on social media 
platforms, hate-crime legislation, the intentionally divisive cant of partisan politics, and 
our own capacity to gossip at the drop of a grudge, to believe outlandish rumors, or to 
spread such rumors without checking their veracity all are related.  Jesus’ “Easter 
people” cannot afford to ignore or embrace such behavior.  Last September 12, a 
Sunday, we heard in the second reading: The tongue also is a fire, a world of evil 
among the parts of the body. It corrupts the whole body, sets the whole course of one’s 
life on fire, and is itself set on fire by hell… [James 3:6]. Can we already have forgotten? 



 Nevertheless, we show up Sunday after Sunday hoping “to walk as a child of the 
light.”  This coming Sunday we will hear the passage from Revelation which is the core 
of a powerful hymn of the same name [ELW 815] which we also will sing.  We might ask, 
“How are we able to enact the hopes and desires of the hymn if we fail to embrace the 
prayer of Psalm 141 as well?”  The psalmist prays: Set a guard over my mouth, O Lord; 
keep watch over the door of my lips. Do not turn my heart to any evil, to busy myself 
with wicked deeds in company with those who work iniquity…  It is unlikely that there 
are any undercover Nazi sympathizers in the immediate area spewing their worst.  
Nevertheless, what help do we have to counteract the “forces of evil” which can beset 
even the most devout people?  St. Paul’s description of how life is lived as God’s people 
of love is helpful:   
 
Let love be genuine; hate what is evil; hold fast to what is good; love one another with 
mutual affection; outdo one another in showing honor. Do not lag in zeal; be ardent in 
spirit; serve the Lord. Rejoice in hope; be patient in affliction; persevere in 
prayer. Contribute to the needs of the saints; pursue hospitality to strangers.  Bless 
those who persecute you; bless and do not curse them. Rejoice with those who rejoice; 
weep with those who weep. Live in harmony with one another; do not be arrogant, but 
associate with the lowly, do not claim to be wiser than you are. Do not repay anyone 
evil for evil, but take thought for what is noble in the sight of all. If it is possible, so far 
as it depends on you, live peaceably with all. Beloved, never avenge yourselves, but 
leave room for the wrath of God, for it is written, “Vengeance is mine; I will repay, 
says the Lord.” Instead, “if your enemies are hungry, feed them; if they are thirsty, 
give them something to drink, for by doing this you will heap burning coals on their 
heads.” Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good [Romans 12:9-21]. 
 
Whether it is a convenient checklist or scripture which becomes our daily pondering, 
Paul’s good counsel will take a lifetime to understand and accomplish.  Step by halting 
step until we finally meet God face to face is how we learn to walk as children of light. 


